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No area power shortage'

BY SANDRA WRIGHT
Oracle Staff Writer
The power shortage currently
facing most of Florida is not
expected to affect the Tampa
area. or the USF campus, according to Tampa Electric
Company (TECO) spokesman.
"We <TECO) are on a different

circuit and have enough power
for our load.
We have not
requested cutbacks," said Larry
Mashburn of TECO.
HOWEVER, other areas in the
state yesterday were faced with
severe problems caused by the
failure of five large generators .

. The faulty generators include
those at Fort Myers, Jacksonville, Crystal River, Sanford and
Turkey Point.
The Crystal River generator
serves the St. Petersburg area,
and D.K . Dailey, customer
service representative for
Florida Power in St. Pete, said

the company is "more or less
holding its breath."
Dailey said the company anticipated the Crystal · River
generator would be restored to
full power sometime today, but
added it could "blow again at
any time."
·
"WE DON'T KNOW what
caused it to go this time, and I
·can't predict what will happen in
the future," she said.
Yesterday, Sam Ubank, USF
campus electrical engineer, said
he had been notified of a TECO
problem which could affect some
Tampa areas, but that the USF
campus would not be among
them.
"TECO had an overloaded
system that was tripping some
stations," Ubank said, but noted
that USF operates with a . backup
power system.

'We are on a different circuit and have
enough power . for
our load. We have
not requested cutbacks.'
--Larry Mashburn
UBANK SAID the campus has
two substations and was abl'e to
switch to the alternate one
yesterday
afternoon
after
notification of the anticipated
problems .
"Hopefully it is squared away
now," Ubank said, adding he
anticipates no power problems in
campus.

County may okay
recommendatio n
on 'no drainage'
The Hillsborough County
Commission today will probably
abandon the plan it approved to
run storm drainage into a USF
lake and adopt a proposal to
bypass the lake with an open
ditch.
Dr. Bruce Cowell, a member of
the committee making the
proposal to the Commission this
morning, said "the recommendation is going to be made to
bypass the lake with the effluent
and run it along the north side of
the lake through an open ditch
into the swamp . .,
" It 's the ideal way to do it ," Dr.
John Betz . anot;ier biology
professor
and
committee
member, said .
County
Engineer
Dayne
Piercefield, also on the committee, " did not give us any
trouble." Betz said , because the
county attorney , whom Betz
termed a very fair man, "kept an
eye on him ."

Back in 1961, graduation
ceremonies
were
limited t() an Honors
Convocation for over 100 of
USF's top students who
achieved a 3.5 or higher
average (above). Looming in the near future
for over 1,000 students in
1973
is
their
own
graduation, a time when
four years of learning
experiences are rewarded
with
the
proverbial
"sheepskin." (see story,
page 7).

Roger Stewart, County Environm e ntal Protection Agency
director, said yesterday that the
Commission would probably
adopt th e rec om menda lion
because a bypass would not
create
major
engineering
problems.

"I'm elated," said SG Pres.
Bill Davis, who claims "people
power" averted the running of

Continued on Page i

Mackey
on last
Access'

1

Pres. Cecil Mackey will
appear on WUSF-FM ' s ·
.. Acct!ss ·' tonight at 6: 30.
This will be the last ''Access" show until fall.
' 'Access''
will
be
re placed this summer by
"Ask Us " hosted by WUSF
News Director Norm Hale
and featuring guests from
around the Ba y area .
" Emphasis" will not be
on WUSF-T\' until fall.
because the TV station will
slop broadcasting June 1.
Questions for Mackey
tonight can be called in at
974-2215 .

'Serious morale problems' in Physical Plant
(analysis)
BY BILL NOTTINGHAM
Oracle Staff Writer

Five weeks of investigations
into USF 's Physical Plant un covered what several administrators term "serious
morale problems."
Recommendations on those
and other plant problems were
offered in Internal Control
Director Raymond Zureich 's
report, released last week.
ZUREICll'S recommendations
dealt mostly with false billing
practices used by workers, hut

his suggestions touched on major
communication
breakdowns
between administrators and
workers which many have led to
low worker morale.
He recommended workers and
supervisors be given a clearer
knowledge of plant policies and
practices.
"Supervisory personnel should
make an additional effort to
analyze the information provided
by the system, tstate > in order to
improve managerial decisions
and actions.

TllE CUB.RENT one-to-four
supervisor-worker ratio was also
questioned by Zureich. He said
maintenance supervisors should
be better informed of their job
dut.ies and he given assistance in
sche<luling work loads.
Other recommendations dealt.
wit.h modifying billing systems

used in the Physical Plant
maintenance department.
Zureich also suggested a
"broadening" of routine maintenance, adding that " ... Workers
should not be idle because some
departments do not have funds."

Under the present budget
system, Zureich said , workers
be idle , but needed repairs
are not made because departments are out of funds.
"HEl>ISTRIBUTION of funds
is not recommended," Zureich

said, "as the funds might not be
utilized for needed repairs . . . "

The last of Zureich's recommendations called for a review of
the 10-hour, four-day work week
now being used in the maintenance department.

In a report to USF Pres . Cecil
Mackey,
Ken
Thompson,
assistant vice president for
Administrative Affairs, said
steps were being taken by plant

Continued on Page 8
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ch arg ed

PO W co lla bo rat ion
WASHINGTON <UPIJ - Air Force Col.
Theodore W. Guy, a senior officer among
U.S. war prisoners, Tuesday charged eight
enlisted men with collaborating with the
enemy while they were .captives in North
Vietnam .
In making the announceme nt, the
Pentagon said the charges against five
soldiers and three Marines had been
forwarded to the secretaries of the Army
and Navy , who must decide whether the
eight will be court martialed.

One m .o re meeting
<UPil -- Presidential adviser Henry A.
Kissiger said Tuesday one more meeting
should wrap up a new agreement with the
Communists to stop cease-fire violations in
Vietnam . At the same time, however,
Canada decided to pull out its peacekeeping force from Soi.: th Vietnam.

r

wor

Busines s boom ending

news
Id briefs

Final prepara tion
.. WASHINGT ON, (UPIJ - President
·' Nixon, preparing to fly:,, tg,;lceland Wednesday to assure ;French Pres . Georges
Pompidou that the·.United States will' riot
bargain away Luropean interests, met
Tuesday with congressiona l leaders and
Secretary of State William P . Rogers.
The summit meeting is the last in a
series Nixon has been holding with Nato
allies in preparation for his second
meeting with Soviet leaders .

WASHINGTON <UP!l - The government
reported Tuesday that its index of leading
economic indicators declined in April, a
possible signal that the business boom of
the last two and one-half years inay have
reached its peak.
The index, apart from its psychologica l
value, gives a clue of what is likely to
occur in the future. Since 1948 it has been
very accurate in providing advance information on where the economy is going.

Castro assassin ation plan
WASHINGT ON (UPIJ - Watergate
conspirator E . Howard Hunt, a former CIA
agent who helped plan the 1961 Bay of Pigs
invasion of Cuba, says he recommende d to
his superiors that Fidel Castro be
assassinated as part of the takeover plot.

Roa d fun ds ma y be lost

Postal rate increase
WASHINGTON <UPIJ - Postmaster
General E .T . Klassen said Tuesday
postage rates soon would be increased for
the first time in two years.
Klassen did not say when or by how
much the rates would rise ,· indicating the
increase would depend on the results of
current negotiations with postal unions
over a new contract.
The increase would be the first since the
Post Office Department was reorganized
into the semi-indepen dent U.S. Postal
Service on July 1, 1971.

TEXACO DO N'S

.......
~

TALLAHASSEE <UPIJ -- Florida will lose $14
million in federal highway funds if 1 he Senate
continues to block a bill setting up four
classification s of drivers licenses, R• p . Vernon
Holloway warned Tuesday.
Holloway, D-Miami, chairman of 'he House
Transportatio n Committee. said Oregon and
Vermont have already lost some of their federal
highway funds for failure to adopt the
classification s required by the federal government.

The disclosure was made in a forthcoming book by Hunt in which he tells
about his part and that of the Kennedy
adminstratio n in the invasion by several
hundred Cuban exiles who were trained,
equipped and directed by the United States
to overthrow Castro's Communist regime.

~
u

---

TEXACO
CORNER 30th & FOWLER

U-HAUL RENTALS
Now taking reserva tions
for the end of school

Fred Dickinson said Tuesday that the Cabinet
plans to make Pilots "king of their ships " if the
Legislature continues the executive air force
under its present organization.
Dickinson said it also is planned to assign a
particular pilot to a particular airplane in the
executive pool rather than having a pool of pilots
that fly any aircraft that happens to be going up
when they're on duty .

Envirom ent forgotte n
TALLAHASSEE <UPIJ -- With a wetlands
protection bill and other key environment al
measures dead for the session, Rep. Guy Spicola
said Tuesday that environment al gains in the
1973 session can be counted on one finger.
"The Legislature appears to have forgotten
the environment this year," said Spicola,
chairman of the House Committee on Environmental Protection.

Lindell Volkswagen Presents
THE MINl-RO,LLS

Firefight ers enjoy respite
MONROE STATION <UPI> -- Firefighters got
some relief Tuesday in their battle to control a
raging fire in the Big Cypress Swamp.
Fifteen of the rangers, exhausted from
fighting the blaze for two weeks, were replaced
by firefighters from the Division of Forestry in
Tallahassee.

Reforms for air force
TALLAHASSEE <UP!l -- State Comptroller

The Legislatu re - - - - - - - - - - -

The ft o_f buil der s test com mon
1

TALLAHASSEE <UPil---The
theft of copies of the 'state 's
for
quarterly examination
builders is a · common occurrence, a member of the
Construction Industry Licensing
Board said Tuesday.
"Unfortunate ly, some people
connected with the industry will
go to any . ends to obtain the
exams," Edwin H. Lytton.
Melbourne, told a s'pecial
inlegislative· committee
vestigating the state testing
program for builders .
Despite stolen tests and the fact
that applicants cari bring any
book or material they need into
the eicams , all 2,149 persons who
took it last March failed ; until the
pal?~rs .wEer:e. r~grad,ed_ ,ff!d s01:11e
arhb.iguous qu·e stions "''ere throw
out th~if, f t,'887were gi veri'p'a~siiig
·
·
grades . ·

***

House Speaker-Des ignate Don
Tucker hailed Tuesday as the
'first of its kind" a bill .
establishing Lake Jackson in
Tallahassee as an acquatic
preserve. The' bill requires the
Cabinet to maintain and direct
the preserve, eliminating future
sale or transfer of sovereign
submerged lands in the lake, one
of the best bass fishing lakes in
the country.

FROM $1599

***

***

1970 VW Fastback sedan, 4spd, radio, heater
very low milage, stock no. 2109
1970 1137 Bug, radio, heater, 4spd, low milage
no. 2128
1972 VW 1131, radio, heater, no. 2139
1971 VW 1131, radio, heater, 4spd, no. 2205
1968 VW 1132, auto, radio, heater, very low
milage no. 2178
1972 7-passenge r bus, radio, heater, very low
milage no. 4132-1
1971 Pop-top Camper, radio, heater, air cond,
save no. 3040-1

A controversia l bill g1vmg
The Senate took up its own $779
colleclivl' bargaining rights to
million public schools finance
public employes was taken off of
Tuesday, junking a
formula
lh<> llousl' calendar Tuesday,
apparently insuring that the .· · more expensive distribution
system passed by the House.
the
than
courts--ralh cr
the
write
legislalure-- will
bargaii1ing ground rules.
The basic philosophy of both
the Senate bill and its $829 million
lleject ing warnings of higher
House counterpart is essentiallv
auto insurance rates. the House ·
Tuesday passed 104-8 a bill that
the same--giving county school
increases mandatory coverage .'
administr ators greater
limits from "10-20-5" to "15-30-5"
discretion in the setting of
on January 1, 1975. The bill
amends a law scheduled to go
priorities for spending state and
into effect July I, 1973, that raises
county funds for education, and
the limits to· "30-:io-5"."
shifting the state's distribution
forumla fr.om a per-classroom
The senate approved Tuesday
basi~ l ~~-a1 perrchtl4 footing.
bms · · - weakening ~ -.t!Je , ~ f:'ollution
Contr.ol: .Board's moratorium on
construction in areas without
treatment
sewage
proper
facilities and setting guidelln.e for
control of development projects ·
that affect rnore than one county.
• .9228 56th St.

***

The Senate approved a hike in
workman compensation benefits
Tuesday in a debate that sparked
a Democratic caucus in which
angry Senate President Mallory
E. Horne told Senators to keep
their minds on business .
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Our Uaed VW'1 Come Slightly New

•

COME SEE THE ALL NEW ACCENTS ON SPORTS
4424 W. Kennedy Blvd.
Tampa 876-6131

Temple Terrace 988-7047
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Faculty group
airs objections
last 45 hours in residence at USF,
but the Committee suggested
changing this to require only 45
hours in residence of the last
90 hours of degree work.
In other business, the Senate
will receive nominations for the
Public Safety and Security
Committee and the Student
Publications Board.
They will also discuss
University policy on honorary
degrees, and faculty allocations
and enfranchisement of lecturers, apportionment of Senate
representation at the St.
Petersburg campus and the
Picasso sculpture.
Dr. Sotirios Barber, assistant
professor of Political Science,
earlier objected to the fact that
the Administration had approved
construction of . the sculpture
without first consulting with the
faculty on the impact of the
project.

Faculty Senate will discuss
proposed changes in Board of
Regents <BOR) policy on tenure,
dismissal and suspension, USF's
S-U policy and the 45-hour rule
today at 2 p.m. in the Kiva.
In a report to the Senate dated
March 16, Dr. James Sherman,
chairman of the Special Review
Committee, outlined nine objections to BOR proposals. One
of the BOR'.s proposed changes,
would require tttat nontenured faculty members be
given written reasons for termination if requested.
Proposed changes in the
University's S-U policy include
giving each student a letter grade
and instructing the registrar to
convert them. Grades A, Band C
would yield an S and grades D or
F, a U under this proposal. ·
The present 45-hour rule
requires students to take their

Yesterday's Look
Sharon Small and Darrell Barton
exhibit "Yesterday's Look," a
segment of the International AfricanHighlighted Fashion and Talent Show.

PhD regulation changes
up for council ratification
The Supervisory Group, consisting of all department
chairmen with PhD programs (or
their representatives), has
proposed changes to allow a
doctoral candidate to determine

Changes
in
University
regulations of PhD students have
been proposed
by the PhD
Supervisory Group, and will be
voted on at the June 11 Graduate
Council meeting.

Board recommends 37
for college Who's Who'
1

I'ylembers of three USF student
honor and leadership societies
were recognized and 37 nominees
for "Who's Who in American
Colleges and Universities" were
named Sunday night at the
President's second annua.l
Honors Banquet.
Hillsborough Community
College (HCC) Pres. Morton
Shanberg was guest speaker for
the banquet. In his address to
USF administrators, faculty and
staff, he paralleled the growth of
USF and HCC to "the proverbial
weed" and said an agreement
between tfJe colleges which
allows students to take courses at
either school will become a
national model.
SHANBERG
SAID
he
disagreed with a "prophet of
gloom syndrome" which has
affected the university system in
the past few years . He said
higher education is important
and its importance will be deemphasized only through the will
of the American people, who are
now :runding higher education at
an all-time high level.

Announcement of the "Who's
Who!' nomine~s !was coordinated
by
Tim
Mack,
Student
Organizations Advisory Board
(SOAB> chairman.
Named by USF for the 1973
edition of the national register
were : Beth Bell, Mike Berger,
Shirley Chennault, Robbie Lynn
Cooney, Paula Cunningham, Bill
Davis, Mack Davis, Susan Davis,
Roxanne Dow, Robert Fiallo,

Gary Finley, Judi Gessner, Fred
Gibbs, Warran Harris, Patti
Hayes, Kevin Hedberg, Nancy
Hutchinson, Ben Johnson, Arthur
Jones, Mehboob Kizilbash, Jim
Larkin, Mark Levine, Barbara
Little, Jean Mcintyre, Bob
Milhoan, John Patterson, Fred
Peterson, Georgann Petros, Pete
Popejoy, Vernon Powers, Lloyd
Rhodes, Ellen Ross, Diane Schweicker, Robert Storr, Barbara
Twine, Rick Welch and
Gary
Yellin.
Three .faculty members were
given special recognition by host
Pres. Cecil Mackey. Dr. John
Betz, Dr. Hans Juergenson, and
Dr. Charles Obermeyer were
recognized by Mackey and were
later initiated into Omicron Delta
Kappa CODK) during ceremonies
in the UC following the banquet.

RandV LovelV

oracle photo bV

The show, presented by the AfroAm eri can Society of USF, · was
presented last week as part of Black
and Aware · Week.

ORACLE CLASSIFIEDS
LAN 472

EXT.· 2620

-

his field of research before a
dissertation committee is appointed.
Currently, the
Supervisory
Committee is usually appointed
during the student's first term of
USF residency, but if the new
proposal is approved, an advisor
or advisory committee will be
appointed which will give the
student time to select a
specialization before the permanent supervisory group is
appointed.
The proposal
would also
require doctoral candidates to
pass a written comprehensive
qualifying exam at least one
quarter before the degree is
awarded.

AN ALTERNATIVE

LA MANCHA
DO&

~

La Mancha Dos was designed as an
alternative for students with no taste for
dormitory rooms but without the budget to
afford high rates of most conventional
apartments either

Current policy requires this
written exam to be taken one
year before the degree is granted.
The final change proposed
would require the chairman of
$Iii .00-$!10.00 per month. That should be less
the final oral exam to be a person
LOW COST
outside both the department and
than even a dormitory.
the supervisory committee.
*WALK TO USF : We are located I block from USF. You
The group has also recomdon't need a car to get to classes if you
mended that next year's catalog
state that admission to PhD 1
live at La Mancha Dos.
programs is "highly selective"
Bedroom-study to yourself.
Sleep when
PHIVACY
and criteria for selection may 1
you want. study when you want, decorate
vary among departments.

*

*

and use as you want.

DONATE ON A REGULAR BLOOD PLASMA
PROGRAM AND RECEIVE UP TO $40 A MONTH

f{ HOOMINESS :

BRING STUDENT ID OR THIS AD
AND RECEIVE A BONUS WITH YOUR FIRST
DONATION

Thick shag carpet wallto-wall.,, . cla~sv
Bar,
. . ...
celona-style furniture, luxury a(·cum.odations
throughout.
'
/ .

HYLAND DONOR CENTER
238 W. Kennedy Blvd.
Tampa, Fla 33602

i:t HECHEATION

appointment available to fit your class schedule
call 253-2844
Monday through Friday

Fully equipped all-electric kitchen,
separate dining room. spacious living
room two full bathrooms, patios
overlooking beautiful
courtyards.

n BEAUTY
7AMto2PM

:

Planned parties at least .once a month. grills
for i>arbecuing in each courtyard, all
residents young and single.·
By next fall there will be 'two 2-story
r~cr~ation buildings, a pools, s au 11 a,
b 1II1 a rd s. exercise rooms, tennis,
basketball, volleyball, pingpong, color
T. V. lounges.
meditation room.
Trees,
flowers, shrubbery -beauty outside. A place where the
outdoors can be enjoyed.

lks<'rvalions now IH'i11µ; a<'<'<'pled for next fall
and for 1Ii is su 11111wr. lfrdm·ed rates for siµ;nin ir
Parly. Sp('('i fi(' apls. n·s1'l'V<'d on . bt come-bl r
S('r\C liasis.

2 Free Cokes with Each Pizza

'

'

LA MANCHA DOS APTS.
1 Block from USF on 42nd St .
Phone 971·0100

.....----------------~
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Water gate just anoth er expos e
Editor:
The Watergate incident did no harm
to the reputation of politicians . It only
exposed a nottier facet of political
degradation.
As a student, I venture to say (with
regret ) that 80 per cent of young people
from 14 to 24 would express a
"minimum high regard" for the integrity of all elected officials.
MANY OF US are aware of Mr.
Roosevelt 's attempt to "pack the
Suprem e Court ," Mr. Truman ' s
General
Vaughn ,"
" Harry
Eisenhower's " Sherman Adams." the
Kennedy's ' 'purchasing power ,''
L.B.J. 's "Bobby Baker 's .. and Mr .
Nixon 's "Checkers."
You, the media, plus thousands of
books and teachers who are interested
in current affairs keep us informed .
WE NOTE THAT a new technique is
born occas10nally, such as an idea to
walk around asking for help to become
"your servant in Washington ."
This , we agree , is a clever means to
an end, but we do not expect to see our
Johnny Appleseed with holes in his
shoes again .
If elected, he has arrived, and is
swept into that exalted club of 100 where
the by-laws consist primarily of immunities , privileges , franks and fringe
benefits .
CHECK HIS NET worth two terms
later , and you will run to your spiritual
advisor for restoration of your faith .
While he has been a party to a
squandering program of spending and
giving away your tax dollars, he has
acquired u ranch, another home, and
stock in vario.tL" corporations , as well as
t~o blind trust funds .
In addition, he has traveled the
world over, (several times), with his
entourage, studying the mating habits
of the Margarine Butterfly - rare indeed.
No , Watergate brings us nothing new ,
nothing fresh. nothing interesting .
WHAT WOULD really open our eyes?
A full disclosure of the Chappaquidick indident, motivated by a
member of the aforementioned club,

Oh , what ba iJes we trul y are'
/\'.';Y\\' 1\Y . it is ob viou s to m e that
the more speake rs that we can gel that
from a high<!r vibrational
operate
l eve l , the better off we a ll wi ll be. If you
wart to change the world, change
yourself. Don't stagnatr•'. Learn to flow
with it a ll . Learn to BE HERE NOW'.

As thi.-; is th e /mt isstu' of (Jtr. :J, th e Omde feels

(///

editorial todmr would ulloll' no opportunity j(1r rewler

res1wnse.

Three puges will lw utilized instead to jJllhlish

as

fel/ers .fimn readers as J>ossih!e.

111a11 \"

trill resume /Hil>lication

.l1111e

who says of Watergate, "The people
have a right to know."
Then open the vaults , Sen . Kennedy,
and let us take a look .
HA VE SENS. Tunney, Bayh and
others who are having domestic
problems make a full disclosure of
these problems. as well as financial
holdings before election and today?
Give us the certified details ot now
L.B.J . really acquired $30 to $100
million dollars in office.
Show .tax returns of senators and
other elected officials from the year
they entered office and every year
thereafter.
GIVE US attendance reports and
. health evaluations of these high-priced
servants .
In general. turn the lights up so the
young and old. who have become
calloused to gro.ft and corruption, can
see them as they are.
And, who knows; one day we may
pause to read with interest the
headlines that say " Sena tor (or
Congressman , or Governor) Convicted
of Income Tax Evasion ."
To view congressional panels interrogating prosective appointees is to

The (>rude

I :2.

-/<,'ditor

witness an act of hypocrisy, to be found
nowhere from here to Plato and Dante .
You simply dub it " The Pot and the
Kettle , "and enjoy a farcial comedy .
C. B. Motsett

A ·little sunshine
Editor :
Seeing as how most of the letters I see
on the editorial page are gripes,
complaints, and other assorted
negative vibrational mind trips , I
though I'd send in a little sunshine.
I JUST thought I'd let everybody
know, especially SEAC, that Baba Ram
Dass was the best speaker I've ever had
the opportunity to see on this or any
other campus. I might expand that
statement to add that it was the best
presentation I've seen of any kind that
I've had the opportunity to see on any
campus .
It is, I believe , very safe to say that
99.9 per cent of the human race is

presently caught up in ego-centered
mind games. This goes from an individual level all the way to a nation's
ultimate ego trip .... the armed forces .

J\ll glory be to TlWTH , BLISS , a nd
CONSCIO US>i ESS
Ted Harazda
Divine Light Mission

A suggestion
Editor :
I!1 response to Bill Volker's letter
concern ing Saga vending machines
which dispense fewer selections and
less quantity for more money , the
following suggestio1, may provide Mr.
Volker and other sim ilarly interested
persons with a partial solution to the
problem:
Until s uch time that the Saga
people decide to make an attempt to
help our economy by discontinuing
inflationary practices in their
operations, concerned individuals
s hould patronize other ,vendors .
Perh aps a small privately owned
grocery or sundry s tore . Furthermore ,
the concerned indi victual should tell
that independent owner the reason he
has decided to patronize the smaller
store.
If a good arr;.ir :emP!lt between
customer and vendor fs established, the
customer <yo u ' will be satisfied and
the customer will be heI.i:;; .·g to support
and keep free eriternrisc alive.
Wm. Paul Mitchell
Liberal Arts ,
B.A.
April Cummmgs
3 ART

Ad offensive
Editor :
I find it very offensive for The Oracle
Classified Ads to advertise "Meet
Athletic Morons" with an illustration of
an Indian playing tennis.
May I suggest you change the
drawing to an Oracle sta!t member?
Terry Tafoya
Ford Foundation Fellow
for American Indians

The Oracle adEditor 's note:
vertising filler depicting the offensive
stereotype has been destroyed. The
advertising department is a separate
function of The Oracle under the
jurisdiction of an advertising manager,
Robert Fant. The Oracle news and
editorial staff have no control or input
in creation or selection of advertising or
advertising fillers. The Oracle regrets
the insertion of the •Athletic' filler,
certainly ;. no offense was: intended.

This public document wa~
promulgated at an <"nnual cost of
$117.~08.1:! or ~Ir pl'!' cnpy, to
d!ssPmirrnfp 1wws to the students.
"'"ff and faculty of the llniversifJ
of South Florida. (Forty pe1· cent
of the per issue cost is offset bv
adYertising revenue.>
..::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;~::
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Rea der airs certain fac ts' on UP
1

" 1::. uH1e LO ormg out certam facts
regarding the role of the Univers ity
Police <UPl to USF a nd the community. It is time to clea r the air , to
dispel!( sic ) the lies and half-truths
perpetrated by The Oracle in their
efforts to tie the hands of the UP in
performing necessary duties .
Chief Prehle stated that, "when we do
something wrong, we don 't mind if it is
published , all we ask is that the whole
truth be printed without certain
prejudices interfering with the
reporting .''

WHEN AN individual puts on a
uniform, a feeling of resentment
develops, and name calling becomes
an accepted norm whenever authority
is imposed. Unfortunately an officer
excepts (sic l this with the job, he (she l
knows that those who spend their time
name calling are merely showing their
blind ignorance to the law and to
everyone else arounq them. An officer
is not a machine that you can turn o;f at
the end of the day and place in the
corner somewhere.
Behind the uniform is a human b• ·ing
wro generally has a family to support.
And who likes many of the same th;ngs
everyone else likes. Yet this same
individual is alienated from the re~t of
the community due to the job he performs .
The problem of ID · checks of
Students, Faculty and Staff has be~n
an important issue lately . There are no
exceptions to the rule of checking ID 's
on campus. A vehicle that is not
registered on campus and is seen
moving in and out of parking lots
without a pefinite destination. would
constitute a "suspicious looking"
vehicle. It is up to the officer m charge
to stop the vehicle and request identification . The same hold~ true for
persons walking across campus. An
officer is not hindering a person ·s right
to move on campus. he is protecting

to ca rry them at all. Why should of'"ic ers carry firearms '1

that right , so that a person will not have
to worry about being attacked night or
day .
THERE HAVE been accusations by
The Oracle and students from the
University, stating
that
the UP
have very little training in community
rela tions .
The state requires that an officer
must have 280 hours of police tra ining .
The Tampa Police Department and
the University Police require 400 hours
of in class police training before a
rookie goes out in a car . In addition to
this the UP requires 480 hours ( 12
weeks > of supervision by a senior officer while on duty . During all this
training the rookie officer is on
full -time
pay .
AS A PART of their training, they are
required to take the following community relations courses :
Human
Relations (6 hrs .), Police and Minority
Groups (4 hrs.), Public Relations (6
hrs .), and finally Social Agency Services <2 hrs. l. In addition to these
courses there is an Orienta ti on
Program dealing with Ethics and
Professionalism C 2 hrs . l, Introduction
to Law Enforcement (I hr . ), and The
Police Image <2 hrs . l, all of these involving community relations.
The
main point expressed in every
classroom is to be Courteous to the
public. It is hoped that everyone understands that Courtesy is a two-way
street. And an officer would like to be
treated with the same amount of
respect and with a civil tongue.
It appears that one of the biggest
complaints by many is the right of the
to worry about being attacked, night or

The firearm carried by the UP is a
1ecessary tool so that a n officer may
1pera te successfully on campus . The
urearm is a detera nt (sic) to prevent
crim es on cam pus. A criminal would
not ha ve any worry at all if the UP were
arm ed with only a can of Mace. It
would ta ke only one armed robbery on
campus for people to see the apparent
need of firea rms . If the people of USF
honestly believe tha t this campus is
exempt from any serious crimes, then
it is suggested tha t they check the
record and let the facts speak for
themselves.
THE REASON USF at this time has a
low crime rate is due to the officers
being armed . During 1972 there was
nearly $9,000 in state· property stolen or
"misused" on campus, this is 50 per
cent less than 1971. Compare this figure
with the University of Florida whose
thefts of state property totaled over
$250,000 in the same year.
There is very little difference in size
of the two Universities, both · in
population and in area . Yet there is a
lower crime rate at USF due to the

(letters policy)
The Oracle welcomes letters
to the editor on all topics. · All
letters must be signed and
include the writer's student
classificatio n and telephone
number.
Mail boxes are located in the
UC and Library for letters to
the Editor.

um me [
School

11

Doubl e occup ancy,
private rooms ,
and 15 meal plan
are a·11 -a vailab le ·
for sum,m er quarte r
with prltes as
· low as $315

4200 Fletcher Ave.

prompt a nd
use of
effeci ent
manpower on ca mpus.
One last issue must be cleared and
that deals with the serving of warra nts.
Chief Prehle , Vice Pres. Hartl ey and
Sheriff Beard ha ve di scussed this
problem a nd the following policy
has been proposed . The officer would
contact the professor prior to the class
or just after the cl ass had concluded to
see if the person being sought was
present for class. This would serve as
"s tandard procedure ," with the understanding that if the Judge ordered
an immediate serving of a warrant ,
then the officer would have to go into
the classroom . Many people do not
realize that when a warrant is issued by
a Judge it must be served immediately.
Anyone who does not do (sic) is obstructing the law, as stated in the
Florida State Statutes and is subject to
a fine or imprisonment or both .
THE QUESTION was posed by The
Oracle as to whether or not the
University or Professor could be sued if
the person was innocent due to
warrants issued
against
him .
The answer is a definite NO . The only
person who. could possibly be sued was
the officer who originally had the
warrants issued by a Judge .
It would truly be a refreshing change
if The Oracle, instead of asking
questions would "dig" a little and find
the answers . But then this might be
asking too much of our campus paper .
Chief Prehle has said that, "the officer represents the people and it is the
people who make the laws." · If
someone feels a law is unfair, then it is
up to that individual to petition and call
his <her) legislative body for the laws to
be changed. It is time to stop the unnecessary harassment of officers who
are protecting the rights of everyone
and instead thank them for the difficult
job they are doing.
Tom Wilhelm
4 7.00
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Saturday classes slated
for summer quarter only
BY LENORA LAKE
Oracle Staff Writer

Saturday classes to make up the
days ofthe mid-summer break,"
he said.
USF will be closed from July 4
through July 9 for Independence
Day and a midquarter break.
Pres. Cecil Mackey said, "In
general, we could offer more on
Saturday to take care of a
clientele that some feel _really
exists."

USF will have Saturday classes
for the first and last time this
summer.
Doug MacCullough, acting
registrar, said USF will go on a
"common calendar" with all the
other state universities this fall,
and that calendar does not include Saturday classes.

_He also remarked that
Hillsborough Community Coll~ge
has, met success with weekend
college.

"THE_RE ARE NO plans for
them· <Saturday classes) to be
used in the future, ''MacCullough
said.
"It's something the
legislature would have to
decide."
-

BUT HE SAID that "getting on
a common calendar" was "a
higher priority."

Under a common calendar, the
nine state universities would
begin Classes on the same day, he
explained. The universities are
not now on one:

Dr. Jesse Binford, chairman of . the Faculty Senate, said
Saturday classes had never been
discussed but predicted "they
wouldn't be responded to
favorably."

"Saturday classes . will begin
this summer because the Board
of Regents <BORJ requires us to
have a certain number of days
per quarter and we need the

Binford said no one mentioned
the summer Saturday classes
because "it is such a small
fraCtion I tfunk everyone else
thought someone else would get
them."
A MEMO to department
chairmen from MacCullough.
acting on orders from Dr. _
William Scheurele, assistant
vice president .for A-cademic
Affairs, suggested five per cent of
the , suqlmer
classes be on
Saturday, although less than five
per cent were actually scheduled
for ·Saturday.
·
Binford s_aid he_couldn't see the
need for summer Saturday
classes because there was not a
demand for space .
"But maybe during the regular
school year they 'd be a help with
this . i really think they are just
experimenting now," he said.
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The first time
For the first time, the
Administration Building
received a roofcoating by Physical Plant workers
Harold Brookshaw (front) ·and Glenn Stone.

Graduation: 4,000
to receive degrees
William Reece Smith, president of the Florida Bar, will address about 1,000 graduates and their guests during commencement exercises June 10 at 8 p.m. in Curtis Hixon Hall.
Special awards and recognition of Outstanding Professor and
Senior, as well as 4,000 degrees will be presented.
The Alumni Association will host a .reception in the hall
following the ceremonies.
Torch Light services will be Friday at 8 p.m. on Crescent Hill.
Walter Griscti, last year's outstanding professor, Pres. Cecil
Mackey, and Jim Larkin, senior class president, will address
the audience.
Caps and gowns for graduates are available at the Bookstore
for $7,80.
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C'ontiirnf'd from Page
_ effluent-filled drainage into the
lake near USF's golf course.
The Commission originally

\
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irreparably pollute the lake.
Davis,whowillattencttoday 's9
a.m. meeting along with

I FEATURING HAND MADE SANDALS I
I AND LEATHER ACCESSORIES PLUS I
1
~~~ttilist~ff~~~ tisF e~;~~~~; I HAND MADE STERLING JEWELRY
I
members, said Pres . Cecil I
I
Mackey "didn't help us a bit," I
10 PERCENT DISCOUNT ON SANDALS
I
and recalled that Chancellor I
I
Robert Mautz had called the
( WITH THIS AD)
drainage controversy a "closed I
I
issue."
I ..
4239 E. Busch Blvd,.
I
"We're not going to allow the I
( 2 blocks east of Treasure · Land)
-I

L
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lake to be destroyed," Davis said.
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THE NATURAL KITCHEN WILL BE OPEN ALL SUMMER
SUMMER HOURS: (Startin~ Jmw 7th.) _
l1:00am.-8:(H)pm. Mon.-Sal.

•

wantsP.D ID

his pants.

George ltd,
1708 So.Dale Mabry, Tampa

Shop Monday "til 9 PM

1
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FOR THOSE WHO WON'T BE HERE THIS SUMMER.
THIS TIHJHSDA Y IS YOUR LAST CHANCE FOR OUR
FAMOlJS EGGPLANT PARMESIAN
WITH BROWN HIO:, SALAD, & BREAD
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$1.75
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THE STAFF AT TllE NATURAL KITtHEN WOULD LIKE TO WISH ALL
DEPAHTIN(; STllDENTS A HAPPY AND HEALTHY SUMMER.
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First computer registration on
BY LENORA L.\KE

Orad!' Staff Writer

USF ' s
first
computer
registra tion began Monday and
reports yesterday showed 1,500
students picked up their course
request forms on Monday.
"If it <registration) continues
at this rate , we 'll have 7,500 by
the end of the week, which is a
pretty good showing," Doug
MacCullough, acting registrar,
said.
MACCULLOUGH SAID one of
the main problems with computer registration is that many
people still did not know how to
use the system, despite intense
publicity and special orientation
sessions.
' 'A lot of people just come onto
campus, go to class and go home.
They never see The Oracle or
even know what's going on," he
said.
';Students should read pages
three through six in the fall class
shedule before completing their
schedule," he said. "If they still
t1ove problems, then they should

"Students should read pages three through six in the
Fall Class Schedule before completing their schedule. If
they still have problems, then they should come to the
Records office (ADM 264) or go to the information desk
at registration or their college office."
--Doug MacCullough
come to the Record 's Office
<ADM 264) or go to the information desk at registration or
their college office. "
Dennis Goodwin, director of
Records and Registration, said
he had received several questions
about folding the course request
forms .
THE PAGES
explain
preparation of the course request
form, show a completed sample
form and list unavailable time
options. Page 17 lists a schedule
for picking up request forms and
names the college offices for
returning the completed forms.
Completed forms must be
returned by June 8.
"FOLDING PRESEI\TS

no

problem. It 's not one of the
things you can't spindle, fold or
mutilate, " he said.
The forms are used only for
information and the courses are
key punched onto cards, Goodwin
explained .
"I've also received questions
about the preprinted information
(on the course request form)," he
said.
"If
the
<major)
classification is not correct, the
student should go to his current
adviser and have him fill out a
change of major form."
OTHER INFORMATION such
as social security number, and
addresses also may be corrected
by completing a correction form,
which are available at the
registration areas.

***
Here's how to do it
Students registering under the
new computer registration
system should read pages three
through six and page 17 in the
Fall Class Schedule and then
follow these steps.
1. Pick up course request form
on first floor Administration
Building, except LanguageLiterature or Engineering
majors--get forms in the college
office .
2.

Check preprinted

in-

formation on the form. If it is not
correct, fill out a correction form.
3.
Check
the
maior
classification. If it isn't correct
have your adviser fill out a
change of major form.
4. Select one or two unavailable
time options from page six. if
desired. Place the four digit
number on the course request
form under primary course
reference number heading.
5. Select courses from the class
schedule book.

Morale----Continued from Pag.t' I

Director Charles Butler to
correct job billing problems and
raise workers' morale.
YESTERDAY. Butler said he
has initiated a number of changes
in maintenance policies and
personnel. Although he would not
be specific. he indicated ::.ume
"first line supervisors" were
being "shifted" to other
positions. However, he stressed
no one had been fired.
"We have started a new open
door policy," Butler said. "Any
man can come directly to me if he
has any problems, but I don't
mean for them (workers l to pass
over the immediate supervisors.''
BUTLER SAID since the investigations into his department

started , " new lines of communication have opened."
On several occasions he met
with groups of workers to hear
complaints and "we have issued
new directives about idle-time
billing and sick leave." Not only
are state sick leave guidelines
being provided to workers. but
"additional internal policies" are
being added, he said.
Butler said he first learned
about the morale problem
through an Oracle story which
quoted 11 anonymous maintenance workers complaining
about implementation of harsh
sick leave policy.
"I was very disappointed the
men did not come directly to
.me." Butler said.

"However, if the student 's local
address now is not what it will be
in the fall, he should leave it as it
is on the form and come in the
office when he does know what it
will be and complete the change
of address form," Goodwin said.
Discussing
primary
and
alternate classes, MacCullough
said students do not have to list
an alternate but "it is just a
normal second selection for a
class already filled.
"IT'S A choice a student may
have to make sometime (either
on the course request form or at
drop and add next fall), so they
might as well save themselves
some grief and take care of it
ahead of time." he added.

However, altern a tes are
specific, not general alternates,
and should be used only once,
MacCullough said.
Students should not list another
section of a primary course as an
alternate.
MACCULLOUGH ALSO said
he received several questions
about fee payments. "Students
seem shocked to find out they
don't have to pay until then
(early
September,
when
schedules will be mailed to
registered students)".
If a student does not receive a
schedule, copies will be available
from the Records
Office.
Students must complete fee
payment by Sept. 21 in order to
avoid a late fee charge.

VILLAGE PRESCRIPTION CENTER
IF YOU HAVEN'T FOUND US BY NOIW,
ASK YOUR FRIENDS ABOUT WHAT
YOUVE BEEN MISSING.
VILLAGE PRESCRIPTION CENTER
10938 B 56th Street
Between Main Street
Temple Terrace
Ice Cream Parlor and
988-3896 Hrs. 10-6 8-IO
Budget Tapes.

a. Note linked courses and
request a section of both parts of
the course.
b. Note if classes require an
instructor's permission and have
him sign, if required.
7. List primary courses on the
course request form.
a. Be sure to write in the fourdigit request number .
b. Enter credit hours only if
credit is variable. Write numbers as 01 , 02, for those less than

Walk Tall
In
Jeans - $5. 99
Baggies - $7.99
Tops - $4.00
Jackets · $13.50
Platform Shoes
$12.95

10.

7. Select alternates, if desired.
a . Do not select a different
section of the primary course.
b. Use an alternate only once.
· c. Do not use different sections
of the same course as an alternate.
8. Have your adviser and dean
sign the form if more than 18
hours are scheduled.
9. Return the completed form
to your college office by June 8.
Room numbers are listed on page
17 of the class schedule.
More information is available
from the Records office (ADM
264 l and \he information desk on
the first floor of Administration
Building or college offices.

2403 S. Dale Mabry
2706 W. Hillsborough
9-9 Weekdays
9-7 Saturdays
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BY ANNE LAUGHLIN

~

Oracle Staff Writer

I

A new bookstore, combining a
textbook center, bookstore and
student entertainment facilities,
will be
built east of the
Language-Literature building -in about three years, according to
Thomas Berry, director of
Auxilary Services and University
Bookstore administration.
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Last chance
for study
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1n aging
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USF women cited
Three USF
women
become the first student
bers of the Florida West
Chapter of Women in
munications, Inc.

have
memCoast
Com-

Wall Street
award goes
to Rashid
Roger Rashid , 4 FIN , will be
awarded the Wall Street Journal
Student Achievement Award
Friday, during the Business
Administration Senior Reception.
The award consists of a
specially designed silver medal
and a year's subscription to the
Wall Street Journal.
Rashid , who was selected by a
department faculty committee,
was a 1971-72 honor student, and
is a member of Phi Kappa Phi,
Beta Gamma Sigma and Circle
K.

9

Therese Rosa ti, Dolores
Benjamin and Deanne Dewey, all
enrolled in the public relations
sequence, Jorn nearly 50
professional journalists in the
greater Tampa-SL Petersburg
area who are members of the
national professional
organization
which honors
persons in the media.
Also accepted for professional
membership at the last meeting
was Judith Costello, classical
music coordinator of WUSF
Radio .
Upper-level and graduate
students interested in becoming
student members of the
professional chapter should
contact Bobbi Campbell at ext.
2181.
Persons who
JOm as
students automatically become
professional members upon
graduation.

Undergraduate traineeships in
gerontology will be offered for
the last time this summer , according to Dr. A. J . Wilson, Aging
Studies Program director .
Nixon administration cutbacks
in social programs will phase out
educational program funds;
however, students trained in
dealing with problems of the aged
will be needed because "there
are more jobs now than ever
before," Wilson said.
ACCORDING TO Wilson, 20
undergraduate
traineeships
which pay for tuition and books
will be funded through " uncommitted" grant money, part of
a 1972-73 $200,000 award.

" You can call it a bookstore,"
Bill Davis, SG president, said.
"There will definitely be a
bookstore, but it may have
everything from bowling lanes to
a pool hall."
Walter Bertossi , University
Physical Planning consultant,
said the bookstore will be divided
in two parts, a student center and
the bookstore.
He said the
bookstore would cover 42,000 sq .
ft. and wculd cost about
$1,577 ,344.
"Right now I'm not sure about
the student portion," Berry said.
"We formed a committee to
determine what
the students
want , but we don 't have their
recommendations in yet.
We
should have it by the end of the
week."
According to SG sources, some
facilities being considered include an acoustical hall for
concerts (2,000 capacity), beer

hall, student night club, department store and a dry cleaners .
" The basic planning schedule
puts the bookstore about three
years away," Berry said. "We
will have to pay our own way like
everything else.
Bookstore
revenue will have to pay for it."
Berry said the new bookstore
would make up for the "present
deficiencies'' and would provide
"decent service, something we
can't do now .',.
·
Bertossi said building plans
had been drawn up for several
years, but the building design
would not be decided until an
architect had been selected.
"We haven't specified the
configuration yet; we don't know
whether or not the building will
be one or two stories."
The present UC Bookstore will
become a "small convenience
store," Berry said, and offices
now in the UC will remain there .

Pre Inventory

SALE!

The Ge:-ontology Department
offers three
300-level un- ·
dergraduate courses in aging
studies, as well as a graduate
program . Traineeships are
designed
to
attract
undergraduates to the courses
because no undergraduate
degree is offered, according to
Wilson.
Majors in any USF college are
eligible and minority students
are especially encouraged tq
apply , Wilson said.

Bags

$2.39 . 99¢
Banners
~ $2.39

. $1.45

Information on the traineeships
can be obtained from Wilson by
calling 974-2414.
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Need help?
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Cliff Notes
and
Monarch Notes
From
UTTLf~

$3.99 -

BOOKCCNlCR

•

Floriland Mall
Florida Ave.&.Busch Blvd.
Ph. 935-464 l

Winner:

BEST ACT<)l{
BERLIN FILM
FESTIVAL
"A warm-hearted
film .. .! loved if'
Judith Crist

WEDNESDAY MAY 30 8:00 PM
LAN 10:3 Admission $ l.00
Film Classics

$1.99
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SALE ENDS
JUNE 9

USF BOOKSTORE
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Howa rd enjoys doing fun films
BY VI VIAN l\HJ LE Y
E ntertainment E ditor

Known fo r his productions " A
Ma n Ca lled Horse" a nd "A Ma n
in th e Wild e rn ess," Howar d
believes " The Neptun e Fac tor "
will succeed beca use of thi s
" import a nt " a ppro ac h -- a t tempting to please the public . He
said he will be doing more of wh a t
the publi c wants beca use tha t is
wha t they wa nt.

Movie producer Sa nford
Howard feels the motion picture
industry is giving the public " too
much junk ."
At first glance , Howard looks
like a typical tall , fairly goodlooking middle aged business
man in a business suit. But he 's
not.

HE FE E LS young people will
especially enjoy the film beca use
the underwa ter r escue story not
only uses " fine stars but entertaining crea tures. " He sa id
the
" most
ex traordin a ry
creatures of the deep" were
trained for six months and will
show the contra st of the beauty
and horrors of na ture.

HE'S THE ' producer of the
science fiction adventure " The
Neptune Facotor -- An Undersea
Odyssey ," which opened this past
weekend at the Horizon Park 4
and Twin Bay 4 theatres in
Tampa .
He criticized the industry
saying that a "good motion
picture will die and a bad one will
make it."
Howard blamed this on the
manner the film is pres.e nted
along with being " at the wrong
theatre at the wrong time.
Sometimes pictures often well
received by the critics are often
those that the general audience
will not see, " he said.

Howard ' s dive into s how
business s :.:Pms as adventurous as
his film. He left college while still
in his teens because he wanted to
travel where "real living was to
be found." He worked as a free
lance writer for newspapers
during his traveling jaunt until he
decided to go into television .

Sanford Howard
HOWARD SAYS his film is
simple , unembellished by important sub-plots and most important "it was made for the
audience to have fun."
" You can just relax , lean back
and have a good time . And that's
what the audience wants, " he
insists .

Howard can only give a one
word reason for choosing his
career -- "greed ."
" I like to make money out of
motion pictures," he said, "but I
like to entertain people and
audiences and I couldn't think of
anything that I preferred."

IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY
Carriage Hilts , a community of gracious homes
in Temple Terrace.

Cherry Creek , in the desirable Lake Magdalene
area.

Phone 933-1043

Phone 933-1043

3 and 4 bedrooms priced from

One, Two, Three ...

$33,900

Oppo rtuni ty

HORATIO

I=I

CORP. OF FI..\.

BlilLDERS OF " CRAFTED QUALITY " COMMUNITIES

WANTS YOU!!!!!!!!!!!
Summertime positions will be available commencing June 1.

Here are a few of the areas which might interest
you:
Waitresses
Busboys
Custodians-Housekeeping
Night Utility

dering what he could say to appeal to them . Then it hit him . He
could talk to them about getting
a job. And it worked.

If you are interested, please apply in person at
the personnel office, CAROLANDO MOTOR
INN, at the intersection of I-4 and State Road 192,
15 mikes southwest of Orlando, or submit your
resume' to:
Director of Personnel
CAROLANDO MOTO~ INN
P.O. Box 1768
Kissimmee, Florida 32741

" One of the problems with
young people is that they take
themselves too seriously ," he
said. "Relax ."

An Equal Opportunity Employer.

HE REMINISCED about an
" interesting experience ."
He
was going to speak to a group of
seniors about his film "A Man
Called Horse" and was won-

well

He ga ve his sure-to-work fi ve
steps to getting a job as how to
ma ke the pros pec ti ve boss m a ke
more money ; stud y ever ything in
sight a nd recogni ze the experi enced men who ha ve done it;
be ready to sac rifice beca use
r eali s ti ca ll y th e onl y pla ce
ther e is a film industry is
California , lie and m a ke up a list
of credentials and have original
ideas of what the public wants to
see.

Equal Ho us in g

By 21 , he had been a writer ,
director and producer for the
budding television industry of the
late '40s . He was responsible for
more than 15 children's series
including " Birthday Party ,"
" The Merry Mailman ," " Colonel
Venture " and " Howdy Doody."
And he produced more than 30
television and radio adult series
including "Night Court ," " Police
Station ," "Luncheon at Sardi 's"
and
"Congressional
Investigator ."
HOWARD NOW
produces
movies and "lives" with each of
his films . He travels throughout
the world to promote his films
and offer advice for aspiring
filmmakers.

Sandra DiMarco, center, professional dancer and
dance instructor, was a guest teacher Tuesday in the
advanced Modern Dance__ class. DiMarco and her
husband Robert Karl gave a modern jazz demonstration
in the class but their background includes ballet, tap,
elocution apd acr()baJicsr ·They appeared·in the original
Broadway ~productroris · ot gw,~ st Slde · Story," "Mu~ic
Man," and "Lil Abner,;' as
as"the movies; ' 2 Mary
Poppins," and "Bye Bye Birdie." The couple ·is now
living in Tampa where they recently opened a school of
theatre.
Oracle photo by Randy Lov ely

~i lms]

" U '.'\LESS YOl ' have th e gut s
a nd tenac ity lo s li ck with it. yo u
shouldn 't go in to th e bu sin ess
beca use it wi ll brea k your bac ks."
sa id th e ma n who lea rn ed th e
ro pes of th e trad e thr o ug h
cha ll enge, success a nd fa ilure -he ma de a nd lost more th a n a
million doll a rs by th e lim e he was
30.
"Coll ege filmm a ker s should
rea li ze th ey s hould not be
Chri s t , " he in s is te d .
" Th ey
should concern themselves with
entertainm ent.
Pi ck themes
people will like. The best way to
learn is not from school but to get
on the se t a nd wa tch th e
professionals working .''

.
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Mystery lacking
•

1n Marsh exhibit

Oracle photo by Gary Lantrip

'Door with Sea'
is one of Bruce Marsh's artworks on display through June 24.
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Ne"" art
.

chairman
chosen

I

has been selected as chairman for the Art Department in the
College of Fine Arts, according to Fine Arts Dean Dr. Donald

S•::ff 'aid the ,.Jecting committee focmed to ceview moce than
70 applicants.

:·:·
;:;:

I
....

He said he chose Pappas because he felt Pappas had the best
credentials aPd a much better level of administrative
background than any of the others.
Pappas said he did not know when he would be taking over the
new position but that Ernie Cox, chairman of the Art Departmen', would be leaving at the end of this quarter, so he would
probubh· be taking on some of those responsi!>1lities along with
his responsibilities as chairman of art education since a new
chairman has not yet been chosen to take his place.
Pappas said he is waiting to hear from Pres. Cecil Mackey
and Dr. Carl Riggs, vice president for Academic Affairs, to find
out when he will be taking over .

Summer speech tryouts set
Tryouts for the Speech Co.nmunication Department's ,July
productions of three major worb
of children's literature -- "The
Little Prince," "Winnie the
Pooh" and "The Wind in the
Willows" -- will be held June 11
and 12.
All USF students, regardless of
major. are invited to participate.

to 7 p.m. in LAN 4110.
THESE Qtr. l productions will
be presented on the following
dates: July 11 and 14 for "Winnie
the Pooh:" July 18 and 21 for

"The Wind in the Willows ; " and
July 27 and 28 for "The Little
Prince."
For additional information,
contact Dr. H.J. Schneider , LAN
422, ext. 2159 .

The South Florida Review

TRYOUTS FOH "The Little
Prince," which will be th e major
production of Qtr. 4 will be held
from 7 to 10 p.m. in LAN 478.

AMPERSAND

"Winnie the Pooh," which will
be presented as a Literature
Hour, will hold tryouts from 4 to !i
P-11\· in LAN 478.

Now on Sale

Tryouts for "The Wind in the
Willows" will also be held from 5

LUTZ PAINT
& BODY SHOP
The place to have you
car repail'ed correctly.

-
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Dasylva's paintings
Ten paintings by
Mark
Dasylva will be displayed June 9
~hrough 17 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
m the UC Gallery <UC 108).

~
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For Tires - quality with price
100% free replacement warranty - if our tire be::omes defective ~
during the life of the tire due to workmanship or materials it will '
be replaced free of charge ·· passenger cars only.
Visit our new outlet at 7500 E. FOWLER where we have a
complete service facility induding alignment at $!$. 95 for most
American cars and $11. 95 for most pickups - if you have ride·
problems come in and get an expert opinion at no '"lbliga1ion - all
work satisfaction. guaranteed or your Money ;:;1eerfully
refunded ~ We mount on mag wheels and if we break we rep:'.lce
. we mount tractor tires and fill with water - (hydroflate). Boat

traile: tires in stock. We mount & stock truck tires.

If it rolls - try DUDDY'S FOR TIRES
Tyrino - narrow white
Saratoga Full - 4 Ply Nylon
for compact cars

with new 1973 white
F/3.<14 .$18.59 + 2.39
G78x 14 - 19.20 + 2.56
H78x 14 . 20.00 + 2.75
G78x15- 19.59+2.63
H78x15. 20.65 + 2.81
L78x15. 22.25 + 3 .16

Concorde RCidi ..I

- built to

put on American cars for
. · th "d
a so f e smoo n e
BR78x13-29.15
ER78x14 - 30.06
FR78x14 · 32.18
GR78l< 14 • 36.09 +

520x10-600x12-520x13
560x13-645x14-615x13
560x 15-650x 13-560x 14
600x15- all sizes - $14.95
+Federal tax of 1.71 to l.91 per fre . This is.

l

premiun1 tire b\iilt in Italy for the sports car

enthusiast.

Concorde - raised whi~e lette"S
wide - wide - wider

B60x13 - 27.55
GR78x15-35.11 F6 0xl 4 -3 3 .o5
HR78x15 - 37.31 G 6 0xl 4 • 3 4 · 89
9
LR78x15 - 39.29 l 6 0xt 4 - 4 0. 6

F60x15
G60x15
J60x15
l60x15

- 33.36
- 35.07
- 39.79
- 41.27

+ Federal Tax 2.16 · 3.92

Fede•ol To, 2.01 . 3.49

WE MOUNT ON MAGS FREE

NARROW WHITE - PREMIUM

LAN-LIT LOBBY
and LAN 472

FREE
CATALOG
Weit Tampa

~

1705 West Cheitnut
Fre e Moun1 ing · Spi n Ba lancing

248· 5016

Limited Supply

Quality

129th Ave
PH. 971 - 1 11 5

left with little else than some
unpleasant associations frum
seeing a smear of concrete over a
peaceful forest.
Another painting, "Corner with
Bush," was interesting in the
contrast between the stark walls
and the fluid, opr 11e coloring of
the surrealistica "v painted bush.
But, as with the other works, my
interest was persuaded by
sensational content or color or
precision of detail and not by a
personal or mysterious attraction.
Marsh is an assistant professor
of Visual Arts at USF. He completed his undergraduate work at
the University of California and
received his Master of Fine Arts
from. California State College at
Long Beach.

11~
~ ~

TOYOTA PUTS IT All TOGETHER

907

art

BY ALICE HENRETIG
Oracle St.aff Writer
If you like photography you
may appreciate the 14 paintings
by Bruce L. Marsh on exhibit
through .June 24 in the University
Theatre lobby.
Marsh's recent works, which
reproduce form. with austere
photographic accuracy, seemed
like windows gazing into a silent,
emotionless void.
HIS PAINTINGS
seem
technically perfect in
their
exercise of color and lighting,
textures and form. But their
creativity lies in juxtaposing
dissimilar images and .color
surprises. His canvases seem
over-designed and lifeless.
Marsh's use of an air brush in
copying photographic sources
sometimes blends his colors into
soft, pleasing impressions, as in
his rich forest scenes and water
studies.
The painting "Door with Sea"
is interesting in its sudden effect
of concrete structure looming
over iridescent waves.
MY FAVORITE, "Wall with
· Woods," strikes heavily on the
eye and imprints a photographic
image on the memor . But I'm

Economy

Roominess

Fun

I
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Cle ver sen ior pro jec t
aim s bar bs at soc iet y
BY ANNE CRAVENS

Oracle Staff Writer

"Loot," this weekend 's USF
Theatre offering , won't be apanyone who
preciated by
respects the police, the church ,
law and order or funerals (but
that shouldn't cut down its attendance at USF) .
Senior theatre student Donald
Gregory directed the black
comedy by Joe Orton as his
senior project, but the play has a
more professional touch than one
might expect from an relatively
unguided student production.
IT IS A BIT disconcerti ng to
walk into what one expects to be a
"radical" play and find an
English drawing room for a set
<even the coffin in the center
doesn 't enliven it).
The set designed by David
Williams, who also designed the
costumes and lighting, is so
horrendously straight, and the
characters are so stuffy, at first,
that despite the outrageou s
dialogue, it's hard to believe you
aren't watching a 19th century
English drawing room comedy .

Weeke nd concer t
Lou Reed, whose recent hit single, "Walk on the Wild
Side," skyrocke ted on the charts, will appear in concert
. with recorcUng artis~ Wet Willie and Eric Quin~y Tate
Saturday at 8 p.m. at Tampa's Fort Homer Hesterly
Armory. Tickets are $4 in advance and $5 the day of the
show at the Armory box office.

Apparently it was the author's
intent to add to the effect of an
essentially "avant-gar de" play
by situating it in the most incongrous situation possible.

Stu den t to.pre sen t
.bla ck culture sho w

If that was his (or Gregory's)
intent, perhaps overplaying the
overand
mannerism s
emphasizin g the conventions of
the set would have made it easier
to understand .

·suhu rbane tte
·B eauty Salon.
.Distinctive Hair
Styling
and personalized
Style Cuts
For
Men&
Women

not convince you that he is incappable of saying anything that
isn't the truth, the whole truth,
etc . But perhaps it is the fault of
the script. otherwise, he fits his
character beautifully.
Tim Reep, Hal's friend and
accomplice, adds one of the best
touches to the show with his
cockney and diffident style.
Linda McElroy, the only live
female in the play, is pious or
unscrupulous whichever is called
for .
Argenio, the
A. JOSEPH
elderly cLeavy, turned in a fine
he
when
performan ce,
remember ed to "act his age."

Montyne Carroll, in her first
appearanc e on stage played the
corpse . It may not sound like
much of a role , but she was the
most believable thing on stage.
. Dumped upside down and left in a
closet for half the play, dragged
and tossed about, she never
moved and remained perfectly
stiff.
A preview of the show will be
Regular pergiven tonight.
formances will be Thursday ,
Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. on
Centre Stage. Though the play is
free, because of limited seating,
reservation s should be made by
calling ext. 2701.

WORS IP
By Popular Demand, Worihip is Nocn.
Sunda ys

at the Episcopal Center on SO th Street
For Information, call
988-4 025

$175 / per quar ter
THA T'S ALL IT COSTS
actors were all
STUDENT
good, though not outstanding .
Earl Garland, who played Al, a
TO LIVE IN
th.jef who cannot tell a lie, does
LA MAN CHA DOS
Bon nie1 Clyd e
FOR SUM MER
ride agai n
QUA RTE R
That perennial acme of

"Young, Gifted and Black," a
black cultural arts show put
together by USF student Leon
Hayes, will be presented Friday·
at 7:30 p.m. at Fort Homer
Hesterly Armory.
The revue features local black
talent groups such as Uhurha
Sasa, The Gospel Faith Band and
the Insanity Jazz Band.
THE SHORT comedy, "A
Gentlema n Caller," !itarring
USF's Kaydette Grant, who
recently appeared in the USF
theatre production of "Edufa,"
will also be presented.
Hayes is producing the show as
a first venture in his · dream to
open a local black cultural entertainmen t business.
"This is not only going to make
me successful, " Hayes said. · ~ :
.
wiH help others."
SOME OF his aims ·· are :.. ti}
"bring about a greater cultur al
awareness and widerstandin~. to ·
have a decent place for l .1•.:k
people and all peoplt!, Lo allend
with a · serious. dignifit!d anJ
elegant environm ent, and to
promote creativity, imaginatio n

(re vie w)

Dale Rose, as Truscott, was
perhaps the best actor in the
play, yet he had the least
believable role . Perhaps that is a
personal reaction to his slap at
the methods of the police .

gangster movies, "Bonnie and
Clyde, " is the UC movie
scheduled for this weekend.
Starring Warren Beatty, Faye
Dunaway and Gene Hackman,
the movie depicts in detail the
bloody saga of the infamous duo
that " robbed banks" for a living.
··Bonnie and Clyde" will be
shown Friday. Saturday and
Sunday at 7 :30 and 10 p.m . in
LAN 103 . . Admission is 50 ·cents.

Leon Hayes
and appreciatio n for drama. art.
music arid literature a" uul icl <;for
expression of the blac·'< c:n-.c•."
Tickets are on sa1e for $2, $2.50
the day of lhe ~ .. lW . and are
available at the !\fro-Amer ican
Office. SOC 107.

(June 9 - Augu st 14)
1 Block from camp us

on 42nd St.
Phon e 971;.0100

BO OK X- CH AN GE
End s the Use d Boo k Buy ing Bat tle
BUY STUD ENT BOOK S
AT STUD ENT PRICES

UC103

FROM STUD ENTS

COL LEC TION S JUN E 4,5,6,7,8,
SAL ES -JU NE 11,12, 13,14,15

Retu rn Of Uns old Boo ks JUN E t8,19,20 O.N LY
2211

-E. Retcher
,971-743 2 .

APf'HO VED BY STUDE NT GOVE RNME NT
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Live With Us
Unlt•ss yo11"n· \\orki11g 011 a B. \. in housecleaning. you know doing housework is a <lrag.
\\ lw11

'011

'{011"111i~n1·111<fft'

~tay \\itli us.

\\t'

go_ tlw <»1-l·anil)~ for you ...':, \H'c]dy.

t111w for ~o('ial at'liYitit·~ and the otlwr fun thin~s in life.
(

This is ju~t one of tlw n·~tsrnt~ \\In \ou"ll like it here. So ... make the right

(;0111e to

1chere

the

Ii rin~· is
(_

easy
.
.

1n0Ye.
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New York in future for Ellison
BY DA VE MOORMANN
Oracle Sports Editor

What's left for Don Ellison to
do'?
This past year he represented
United States baseball in
Columbia and Nicaragua, an<;l he
was recently named USF's Male
Athlete of the Year.
If he has his w;.iy, Ellison will
be playing for:;,the New, York Mets
someday~ The· Mets . have indicated they'll pick USF's second
leading hitter in the June draft.
BUT THE Melbourne senior,
who will be chosen as a first
baseman-vutfielder, looks at his
shot at making the major leagues
in realistic terms.

"I'd like to," he says of playing
in the pros, "(but my chances
are) slim to none. Hell, there will
probably be 300 guys competing
for that position."
.
If he doesn't sign, Ellison says
he'll play baseball in a Virginia
College league this summer. In
the fall he plans to return to USF
to receive his degree in criminal
jusUce.
"I WOULDN'T want to be a
policeman on a beat," explains
the Georgia Military Institute
transfer student, "but I'd like to
get into corrective work some
day, possibly as a customs agent.
I'm undecided about my future
outside of baseball."
Baseball and Ellison have not
always gotten along well.

the injury will bother him is that
"I won't get a bonus in the draft
because they don't like injuries .
But I don't think it affected my
ability."

"There was a time in
high school when I didn't
think I was good enough,
but with the experience
I've received I know I'm
as good as anybody. You
keep on playing till you
reach that level where you
can't improve."
---Don Ellison

Although he was handed a
broken trophy Friday, Ellison
didn't feel it detracted from the
meaning of the award.
"I HAD AN idea (I'd win), but
you don't get your hopes up too
high. It doesn't mean anything
that it's broken."

"There was a time in high
school when I didn't think I was
good enough," he says, "but with
the experience I've received I
know I'm as good as anybody.

During USF's 23-16 season, its
best ever, Ellison slipped to 3-3 on
the mound but ended 35th in the

Henry's·

"YOU KEEP ON playing 'til
you reach that level where you
can't improve. That's one thing .I
appreciate about athletes--when
you can't get by, you know it."

Compl.ete Foreign and Domesti.c
C.ar .Repair and Service

This season a fractured shinbone kept Ellison out of a few
games but he feels the only way

,

nation with a .39:l batting
average.
LAST YEAH there was talk of
dropping basketball from USF's
intercollegiate athletics but the
sport was kept. and Ellison
believes the team's performance
this season has helped baseball at
the University.
"I view it as a success in terms
that the program is still going.
Ellison says of the 197:3 season.
"I guess you could say those were
our main objectives as seniors."
Ellison's objective · now is
landing a job with the New York
Mets.

FAST SERVICE
28 Years Experience
All Makes, All Models·

sports

Phone 971-916! _13614

~~ebraska,

Tampa
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1n brief

SALES - SERVICE - PARTS

Cycles Are Our Bus.i ness - Our Only Bu5iness!
ALSO DEALERS IN GREEVES AND OALESMAN

During quarter break the gym
will be closed due to registration .
The equipmenfroom will be open
8-5 p.m. however.
Argos Pool will also be closed
but Andros Pool will observe it's
regular Qtr. 3 hours of 2 p.m.-10
p.m. Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Tuesday
and Thursday and 10 a.m.-10 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday.

971-8171

Good, Fast Service,
is our way
of saying thanks

MONDAY 9 TO 9
CLOSED su~~l:"AYS
WEEKDAYS t; 'Tll 6

****

USF's Bowling League begins·
its summer session June 14 not
the 12th as reported yesterday. If
interested in participating in the
league, come by Florida Bowling
Lanes before 6:30 p.m. June 14.

Not a sales pitch
Ron Lonzano pitches for Alpha Tau Omega
(ATO) in its 13-7 victory over Kinks yesterday. ATO
plays the intramural championship game today against
Anything Will Be Good which won its semifinal match
against Tau Epsilon Phi, 7-0. The championship meet
gets underway at 4: 15 on the IM field.

**

*

*

USF's Sailing team ended its
Qtr. 3 competition Saturday with
an overall second place finish in
the All Florida Championship
Regatta.

Holmes enjoying sports
after tardy introduction
BY DA VE MOORMANN

"I'm out there to play, I'm not
'trying for any awards," · tl:ie
former SPJC Most Valuabf.rt
Player explains. "And I pray '.;a
Jot.,,

Oracle Sports Editor

USF's first Female Athlete of
the Year was lucky enough to
have four brothers to run bases
with, but found she siill had to
depend on a few area softball
leagues to fill the void in
organized women's sports.
Mary Ann Holmes grew up in
Dunedin playing a lot of what she
calls "streetball." After entering
St. Petersburg Junior College
<SPJC), she , discovered a full
women's program in athletics,
where she could put her talents to
work.
Already accomplished in
softball and volleyball, Holmes
found another sport to play.
"I really didn't get into
basketball until my last year in
junior college when I found out I
could play," says the USF junior
who averaged 13 points per game
for the 11-3 Brahmisses this
season.
SOFTBALL really is my game
so I guess I try to put more effort
in basketball," Homes explains.

She thinks Coach Janife
Cheatham, who the women a fectionately call 'Mom,' ·and who
managed her in softball and
basketball, is "a very good
person and a good coach."
AND SHE SAYS USF's
women's athletic program, which

=~~nt;;;:s t~r~!~~r:!~l

Mary Ann Holmes
... Brahmisses' best
In leading USF to a second place
finish in the softball Senior
College Division, she hit an even
.500 including four home runs.
A three sport player at SPJC,
Holmes didn't attend USF during
Qtr. 1 and missed the volleyball
season. She plans to take up the
sport next year.
But she didn't come to USF for
women's athletics, in fact she
wasn't even aware there was an
intercollegiate program.
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SERVICES OFFERED
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SPECIALIZED TYPIST
IBM Selectric tha·t CORRECTS OWN
ERRORS, Pica or Elite. All types of work,
5 minutes from USF. Nina Schiro, 11110
N. 22nd St. 971-2139. II no answer, 235-3261.

-----

MODERN CAMPSITE, five minutes from
USF. 177 wooded sites. All hookups.
Heated pool . Ideal location tor visiting
parents with RV's. us 301 and SR 579.
Tel..: 986-2415 Spanish Main Campground.

IP'--------------------~,I
_'MISC.· FOR SALE i

nm

a

-,

_

long as you want. Seven days a week .
Apply ready lo work. MANPOWER 19h
E. Busch Blvd., 416 W. ·Kennedy. Hrs. 6
a .m .-6 p. m .

IMMEDIATE opening Housep.arents,
For
Resident Counselors, Dormitory
Handicapped Adults 877- 7431

MUST sell boys 10-speed Schwinn bike.
Excellent condition. 971-4122.
jewelry, made by the Navajo, Zuni & Hopi

Indians. Rugs, pottery, baskets & bead.
work . 2515 E. Busch Blvd. Ph. 935-3407 .
MUST $ELL sofa, chair, huge couch, dinette
set and two lamps. Take it all, $100 after
six any day 971-4236 or 988-2862.
GIVING A PARTY? Lei us play the records.
Professional
1500 hits to pick from.
stadium equipment, handles large crowds.
Only $50 for 4 hours. Call 877-190? after 5
p. m . ask for Ed.
MOVING.MUST SELL refrigerator. Third.
hand G . E . revo lving shelves, door shelves .
Only $35. Call Sue: 935-8602.
PE 2040 AUTOMATIC turntable . Used less
than 30 hours . Like new condition. Call
Allen 971 -5779.
AKC IRISH SETTER Stud Service Cham .
pion blood line, Champion dog . Very
reasonable . 949-1600.

RIDES

)

TRANSPORTATION Available to New York
City. Drivers needed . 18 yrs., Drivers
Lise., Student ID . Call Olin's RentaCarTampa . 876-5111 or in Miami, 871 -3710.
WANTED RIDE to USF from SI. Pete. for 9
am class M-F Qtr IV. Will pay . Call Kathy
974-6262 .
HAVE camper with space & facilities. Will
leave for Calif . June 10. Can lake one or
two on share expense basis. Destination
San Francisco . 932-2905.

)
FOR RENT. cottages and-or efficiencies .
By week or month. Al Mi Back Yard . 2
miles South of Busch on 401h Slr•el. See
Bobby or George.
RENT 2
carpet,
USF .
further
Apts .

BEDROOM, unfurn duplex . WW
central air, pets allowed . Close lo ·
For
Takeover lease S180 mon.
info . Call 988-2457. Woodcrest

FOR RENT • 3 bedroom, 2 bath, AC, carpeted. Mobile home . S180 mo, plus utilities .
Less than 4 miles from campus . Available

June 7 ·Sept. 22. Call 977-5786 alter 6.
TWO bedroom house furnished . Private
lake, 20 acres. Near USF. June 10. Aug. 31.
S175 mo. Also collage. SITO month . 9322905.
GEMINI Apts. 2 bedroom, central air, shag
carpet , furnished S180, unfurnished Sl,O, •11

mile W. USF 1311 1 N. 23rd SI . 971-1316 .

r::::::::""""'!l'IA~~~T~O~M~O~Tl'!!"V~E~J

COOKS and waitresses wanted . Ove r 21.
Temple Terrace, Florida Ave . and
· Hillsborough Ave. Pizza Huts . Apply in

Midnight Shows
Fri. & Sat.

69 BMW 1600 Very Good Cond . in & out ;
excellent running order AM -FM, radials

etc. Call Sam 971-7354 .

COUNSELOR · male, female . Work at camp
upstate N.Y. Teach kids the outdoorssharing-love. If you care about young
people, call Garv at 879-1799 alter 7.

1960 OLDSMOBILE. Good condition,
dependable transportation . Call 977-.5028
after 5 p.m.

OPPORTUNITY for persons 19 or over to

'71 DATSUN 240Z, 25000 mi . Needs some
work, best offer over 3000 . 971-3662 between l and 4 pm.

rapidly growing theater circuit. Please
apply in person al Britton Theater, Bri tton
Plaza .

' 71 VW BUG- MUST SELL. Light blue with
black interior i radio; excellent condition .

SUMMER Jobs - Serve youth at Camp
Salary open .
Flaming Arrow, BSA,
Localed in Lake Wales, Fla . 7 wks. Call for
Appointment or Application, 872-2691 Jim
Hall.

51500 or best offer.
p.m.

CLEAN 1969 Camaro . Runs great, good
tires, economical on gas. Low mileage
s1200. Call Tom 971 -8538 .
1962 FORD Galaxy 500 XL. Must sell going
noi-lh for summer. Runs good . Call 971·
0161.. Sl85 . Truly a trucking machine .

SALESMEN , Saleswomen, full or part time,
n1J experience necessary, work own hours .
High comm ission . Need Mgt . Trainees .
Clearwater, 447-0838.

:~J

goes!

Regjstration Information

ORACLE
CLASSIFIEDS

LIBERATION Music Service S4000 will buy
all stock and fixtures. Call Tim . Ph :
935 : 5912.
l & 2 bdrm ., A.C. furnished mobile Apls. N.
Tampa lac . Easy access to USF Mori .
E le m ., 1-75 Univ & VA Hosp. 1112 E . 142
Ave. 977-4833.

10 to 2 Mon. Through Friday
In front of Science Center

EXT. 2620
LAN 472

TEMPLE TERRACE . 3 bdrms, 2 baths,
family rm. Excellent condition. Across
from river & school. Lg . lot, carpets,
drapes . 535,000. Call 988-4729 or 974-2594
(8-5).

l
/

SENIORS

1971 KAWASAKI Bighorn 350cc, very
reasonable . Leaving town . Must sell. Dirt
or street. Call 949-1600.

Don't

HONDA 450 Scrambler low mileage, luggage
rack, elec. Start, lots of extras . S550. Call
977-5290. If no answer call 971 -0997 .

Guests are welcome

RESPONSIBLE FEMALE roommate lo
share 2 bedroom , 2 bath delux mobile
home in park with pools recreation, and
privacy . 10 min from USF . Call 876-3623
12.9 weekdays for information.

I

Torchlight

Be there at 7:45 - Empty Keg

2 BDRM APT. to share, duplex on sha dy st .,
a .c. , prvt bdrm., fo r summer or longer,
only 2 miles from USF . Total S75 .00 pe r
month . Call 971 -6162 for details .

II

forg~t

June, 1 ;at~ 8:30 pm

APTS. & HOUSES
TO SHARE

June 10 at 5pm
For information call
University Chapel Fellowship
988-1185
ask for Bob Hayward

Computerized

1963 GALAXY 500 for sale. Really good
shape - have to see! New tires, power
steering, convert . Call 971 -1905 before it

( • •-...R•E•A•L•ES•T•A•T•E....

& SCOOT~RS

Call 935-2482 alter 7

'66 FORD Mustang, !actory air, PS, vinyl
roof, excellent condition . ' 71 Honda 350SL,
great for dirt or lo beat USF parking
problems. 971-3547 before 5 or 977-5569.

NEW TRAVEL LODGE Moto.- Hotel opening
close to USF campus, Fowler & 30th. Need
complete staff. Front desk, PBX, Waiter,
Waitr esses. Bellman, Cashiers, Cocktail
waitresses, Cooks, Bus help, etc. Taking
applications now at temp. office, 1915 E .
Fowler, Shady Oaks Mobile Homes Sales.

(MOroRCYCLES

Natural
Science
Majors

1970 VW CONVT for sale, canary yellow w black vinyl lop and upbolstery, factory a-c,
heater, radio, rebuilt engine, asking Sl ,300.
Call 971-6162 for deta ils .

PART TIME employments men's clothing
store . Summer and part tim e employment.
Phone: 879-1794 between 9 a .m . & 5 p. m .

I ____________________ ,,,III
L

WIVES

women's problems .

HAIRDRESSER wanted USF area . Busy
salon . Apply Surburbanelle Beauty Salon
22 11 E. Fletcher.

I
I
I

TEMPORARY

activities or just want to rap. Call Helpline
at 974-2555 or Women's Line 974-2556 for

Be sure to wear cap and gown
Also: the senior class banquet

Married Students Union
I·-------------------~II
Bar-B-Que
I
I
$1.50 per couple

I

.

IF you need any info on drugs, referrals,

learn management on full time basis with

HOGAN OF Silver & Turquoise: Handmade

-

plus

i.ier son .

3 ELECTRIC typewriters tor sale: Smith.
Corona model 250, automatic and in good
condition! ( 1J $75.00 (2) $125.00 each . Call
New Port Richey: 868-6395, 531-2251.

)

1971 12x60 REGENT: 2 bedrooms, 32,SOO
·BTU A-C, awnings, 10x7 shed, WW carpeting, privately set-up, 6 miles from USF,
must sell! SACRIFICE! $470 down Ph:
986-1738.

guaranteed work, work when you want , ·

Speargun,
10 SPEED Murray bike $45.
Magnum Toploader, excellent condition .
Queen size waterbed .515. Ph: 971-3344.

8-TRACK Tape Players tor auto $29.95.
Menard Pawn & Gill Shop 14038 N. Florida
Ave . 935-7743 .

MOBILE HQMES

EXTRA" cash (work today-pay toila •

BEAUTIFUL Flowers tor all occasions for
best results, call: Thompson's Flower &
Gift Shop 2319 W. Linebaugh Ave . 935-9263

BEAUTIFUL German shepherd puppies
AKC reg istered, shots, range of colors S50S85. Call 251-5796.

(

TEMP. OFF. HELP, M-F, 1 pm:m. 20 hrs
wee_k, $2hr. Light typing, answer phone,
begin June 6 and work thru mid Aug.
Great place, small off. and alone quite a
bit. Call Bonnie at 872-9236 alter l p.m .

weekrlavs 8:30-11

NEED roommate to share trailer, 2 miles
from USF . $62 .50 a mon . & utilities .
Available June l. Phone 971-9747 . 12407 N.
11 St. Campus Court Trailer E .

J

HELP WAN· JED

_

MEN OR WOMEN wanted tor permanent
part time employment taking inventory in
grocery, drug and variety stores. Reply
RGIS Inventory Specialists. Phone : 8793876.

,,,j

MALE ROOMMATE- own room in a nice CA
two bedroom mobile home 3 miles to USF
at (Village Tampa) $70. Available June 1.
For more information call : 971-8808.

cleaning oven, walk-in closet. Available
June l. $143 plus deposit . 971 -1458 alter 5.

(

CANOE RENTALS
By ,Day or Week
Call 935-0018 or 935-1476

NEED 2 FEMALE roommates to share
furnished 2 bdr, 2 bath, cen . A-H, WW
carpeted apt. 1/2mi . .from USF . Rent: S60
per mon. For more information, Call
Sandy 971-0162 .

ONE BR FURN, cent AC, dishwasher, sell

.._ •

5-string
----LESSONS-Guitar,
Banjo. Private lessons by Qualified InGuitar rental available.
structors.
Grissett Music, Ph. 988-1419.

Giant
Cold

Giant
Hot

SUMMER AT LA MANCHA DOS. Study &
relax at La Mancha Dos this summer. We
offer summer quarter contracts for 5175 or
monthly rate at 575. Make reservations
now while summer vacancies left. One
blk. from campus on 42nd St. 971-0100.

15

is Thursday, May 31 at
1

1
1

Bartke's Dinner Theatre
Tickets on sale - UC Room 217
$5 each
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Quench your thirst for adventure.
Discover New Spaftada.

The men of Spain sailed 111e sei:ls in searcl1 o! new worlds They carried !he
taste of home in a wine !hat celebraled t11eir glories and inspired Spanada
New Spanada. a wine worth discovering today. A superb red wine. lightly
touched with citrus fruits It brings adventure to fine wine drinking . Serve
new Spanada . a taste worth discovering today

